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Kim's Book
Resolves Conflict
A new book by Governors
State professor Dr. Young Yun
Kim is expected to take the
oommunications field by storm
Kim, a native of Soue� Korea,
received her doctorate from
Northwestern She said that
her interest in intercultural
adaptation began from her
struggles to adjust to American
culture.
COMMUNICATION AN D
CROS&CULTURAL ADAPTA·
TION : AN INTEGRATIVE
THEORY, reflects the "deeply
felt need to understand her
own cultural metamorphois."
The book has been called
"origina� significan� easy to
read, and it should be of broad
interdisciplinary interesr said
Professor Brent D. Ruben He
continued, "I think this will turn
out to be a very important book
for the field"
Although the diminutive
scholar has written other
books, this is her first with Mu�
tilingual Matters Limited "They
are a British company and I am
very pleased with the way they
have handled thi�" she said
recently, "I asked to have it in

gray with red lettering and they
went ahead and did it just
that way."
She said she is also pleased
with the gray screening of key
sections to make them stand
out "I didn't ask them to do
tha�" she said, "but I really like
the way it turned out"
Two other books are worthy
of s p e c i a l n o te. COM
MUNICATING WI TH STAAl'}
GERS. written with William
Gundykunst and published by
Random House, is in its 9th
printing and is a standard text
in universities around the
country, including Kim's Inter
cultural Communications (Corns
570). INTERETHNIC COM
MUNICATION, published by
Sage in 1986, is a research
anthology.
The new book is scheduled
for release this spring and Kim
is currently working on several
others. Her attempts to urr
derstand herself have made
this GSU professor one of the
country's foremost authorities
on an often misunderstood
subject

Library
Anticipates
Rennovation

GSU library users-BEWARE!
June 6 is the anticipated date
for phase one library rennova
tion beginning with the periodi
cal section.
"The motivating force is re
aligning the stacks for wheel
chairs. While that is being done
we have the opportunity to
change the carpeting and lay
the groundwork for new light
ing," said Virgil Diodato, The
Assistant Director for Informa
tion Services at the library.
The disruption of the library
is scheduled to last at least
through June and will probably
be longer. During phase one
rennovation, the entire periodi
cal section will be completely
unusable by faculty and stu
dents.
"As a public institution we
are mandated to conform to
state regulations but it is the
right and moral thing to do
not just because we have to;
added Harvey Varnet. Director
of the Library.
New lighting will be self con
tained bove each boo k range
for better visability and safety.
Stacks will be lowered to 36
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Communication
and

Crus..�-Cultural
Adaptation

inches in height and the aisles
re-aligned and widened so that
wheel chairs and their users
may be properly accom�
dated
"We have already removed
13,000 volumes in the boo k
collection and will sell them
this fall. These are mostly out
dated material and duplicates.
This sale will be advertised for
the student. s," said Varnet
Phase two library rennova
tion will include the rest of the
book section and will depend
upon how long and disruptive
phase one becomes. Phase
two may be postponed until
December, but library officials
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Increases
UNIVERSITY PARK
The
Governors State University
foundation has surpassed the
three-quarter mark in its fun
draising drive for the Regional
Center for the Performing Arts
after raising $274,000 during
its "Pledge A Piece of the Ac
tion" campaign
The special campaign ended
with a gala $1,C>O<r&plate din
ner April 29 at the Matteson
Holiday Inn co-hosted by the
GSU Foundation and Gerald
Stillman, chairman of the Mat
teson Holiday Plaza who also
serves on the foundation
board of directors.
Following an elegant steak
and lobster dinner, singer
Helen Reddy brought the
crowd of nearly400 persons to
its feet with her renditions of
old and new songs, and her
grand finale "I Am Woman"
song which has won her
numerous awards.
The GSU Foundation's �
ital Campaign" now has more
than $1.6 million in its account
and needs only $593,000 to
meet its goal of $2.2 million
The state will then match that
$22 million with a special gift
of $22 million for the 900-seat
performing arts center which
will be built on the GSU
campus.
William Dodd, chief exec�
tive officer of the GSU Found&
tion, said construction on the
center could begin as early as
spring 1989.
"Throughout the ages, men
have planned and created
great centers. Today we a�
mire cathedrals and im
pressive buildings of the world,
but our task here is no less irrr
portant than thei�• Dodd told
the campaign's supporters at
the dinner. "Ou� too, requires
much effort and support from a
great many people, and ifs
because of this support that
we on the GSU Foundation
know that our dream for a
Regional Center for the Per
forming Arts will come to
fruition"
-

do not wish to speculate at
this time.
The soundest advice for
students who wish to research
the library periodicals?
"Get here before June 6!"
warns Director Varnet
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When does construction tum to destructio n? Sculp
ture by Prof. Payne is shown here. On the Northeast
John Chamberlain's, A VIRGIN SMILE, is horizonta
amongst the debries. Precious sculpture, it is feared,
will be mistakenly hauled away.

i

High School
Dropouts are
Youths at Risk

UNIVERSITY PARK- Does
anyone have the answer to the
student dro!JO' t problem?
Many would argue there is
no solution, but researchers in
the field will dispel that notion
at a Governors State Universi
ty workshop "The Dropout
Problem: Developing Feasible
Educational Alternatives For
Youth-At-Risk" offered May 2 0
and 21.
The workshop will deal with
young people who are con
sidered unlikely to complete
high school These students
can usually be identified by the
fourth grade, but no sufficient
or adequate strategies have
been implemented to stop the
process that leads to their
dropping out
Participants for this work
shop will explore new and
comprehensive approaches
that have worked with youth
at-risk, and speakers will dispel
the defeatist attitudes and sug
gest approaches to help create
an atmosphere receptive to
the fundamental changes need
ed to serve this student
population
The tw�day event will cen
ter around "Whafs The Pro�
lem?" at Friday's session� and
"Alternatives In and Out Of
Schoor at Saturday's sessions.
Both days will begin with cof
fee at 8:30 am The confer
ence will be from 9 am to 4
p.m on the GSU campus,
Stuenkel Road and Governors
Highway in University Park.
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The Friday guest speakers
will be Andrew Hahn, assistant
dean of the Heller School for
Advanced Studies at Brandeis
University, discussing "Youth
At-Aisle Facts and Figures
About America's Dropouts"
and Fred Hess, executive
director of the Chicago Panel
on Public School Finances,
discussing "Youth-At-Aisle lrrr
plications for the Greater
Chicago Metropolitan Area"
The Saturday guest speaker
will be Forrest Troy, editor of
"The Oklahoma Observer"
speaking on "How Education
Can Plug Into the Political Sys
tem to Make Things Happen
for Youth-At-Risk"
Several young people who
are identified youth-at-risk
students will also speak on
the subject
This workshop is suggested
for teache� psychologists,
counselors, social workers,
nurses, administrators, par
ents, community lea� school
board members and anyone
who is concerned about the
personal and societal costs of
school dropouts.
This program can be taken
for one-hour of graduate or un
dergraduate credit through
Governors State University.
For further information on
this workshop, or to register,
contact the GSU Office ofCon
ferences and Workshops at
(312) 534- 5000, extension
2310.
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Mondo Music
by Tone E. Mondo

Summertime is here and
along with that comes a whole
slew of new record releases.
To save you time and money
I'm going to try to help you pick
some good ones and hopefully
steer you away from some bad
ones (no Michael Jackson
puns intended). I want you to
remem ber that these are only
my opinions.
Let's jump right into it, here
are three recent releases
"Bonk'' by Bi� Pig. Producer
Nick Launay. 1 1 tracks, 43
mins. I have to admit the only
reason that I picked this one is
because of the name. Big Pig,
big into percussion, big into
dancability. This is an Aus
tralian band that is nothning
like Crowded House, may be
like INXS with female vocals
and a beat This septet keeps
rythmic punctuality perfectly,
with 3 out of the 7 listed as
playing drums and 2 more on
percussion. The first release
off the album "I can't break
away" was originally copy
righted in 197 1, a good song
that is finally getting some air
play. "Nation" the seventh
track has a tribal drum beat
with multi-layers of harmonies.
Through all the drums they do
try to present a mess.age about
world peace, poverty, religion

•.
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Music Notes.Jf you get a
chance check out Megahertz's
heavy metal sampler cover,
cool huh? The Scorpions' new
album "Savage Amusement"
entered the pop charts at number 33, watch out it could be a
bullet..Aiso, watch for Suave's
remake of"MyGirl" to move up
the charts (doesn't anyone
write their own songs anymore?)_New releases in May
include: Club Nouveau, Prince,
REO Speedwagon (another
greatest hits album, just what
we need), Boz Skaggs(rememberlido?), and Van Halen, just
to name a few.
Next time, Terence Trent
D'Arby, Midnight Oil and
more.

l

�

1
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AND A SOLDIER

The State of Illinois now offers soldiers its new Illinois
Veterans Scholarship. This
means if you're an Illinois resident and a soldier, you could
qualify to have all your tuition
and fees paid to a statecontrolled school
And that means the money
you acquire via the G.L Bill Plus
the Army College Fund - from
$9,000 to $25,200 - can be
used for school related expenses, whatever you need to
be able to concentrate on
1 study, courses and grades.
It's a great opportunity. For
complete details, call your
local Army Recruiter today.

and Rick i s..still Rick. It's hard
l
etc... The last two cuts "Money
believe that Cheap Trick or
to
�
God" and "Devifs Song" are a
more appropriately Epic relittle too deep for my tastes. If
1
cords would release "The
j
you like a lot of drums and
Flame" a 6Y2 minute song as
�
vocals that can sometime
the first single of the LP. "Let
l
sound like Annie Lenox, this
Go" and "All Wound Up" are
l
album is for you.
cuts that remind me of Cheap
�
"Turn Back the Clock" by
Trick of old. But my favorite cut
l
Johnny Hates Jazz. Produof the album has to be their
1
cers-Calvin Hayes, Mike Ncr
remake of Elvis "Don't be
cito. 10 Tracks, 36 mins.
�
Cruer. If you can remem ber
i
Another band with a great
what they did to Fats Domino's
1
SGT Ralpl\ Hickson
name, except no one in the
"Ain't that a Sahme", that's
band is named Johnny.The trio
IJ44..3990
what they have done for Elvis.
seems pretty clean cut and so
: .
Tom Peterson seems to have
does their music. They try not
ARMY.
1
sparked some life into Rock:
BE ALL YOU CAN BE
th
ff nd
ford's favorite band
o tl a
. T
..... ........ ... .... .:··· ....:' ...... ... .. .... ...
�����bffid Dffiam��
========
=====
====
�=
=====
crisp, clear, and melodic. Track=t�==========
6,"I Don'tWant to be a Hero," is
their tribute to war. The mes
sage here is easy enough- .
don't fight, it's bad. Some of the
songs are so sweet that if I
were a dia betic I'd be dead.
Musically it has a lot of synths
and layers.
Finally, "Lap of Luxury" by
Cheap Trick. Producer-Richie
Zito. 1 0 tracks, 42 mins. Let's
hear it! Everybodies' favorite
12 string bassist, Tom Peter
son, rejoins the band bringing
the original cast back together.
As for the rest of the members:
Bun E. Carlos is as steady as
ever on drums, Robin Zander's
voice is still absolutely perfect,
•.
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State of Illinois employees

have something to smile about

by Sandy Kazak

gance.
The stars of the film are;
Charles Dance, Greta Scacchi,
Joss Ackland, Sarah Miles,
Geraldine Chaplin, Ray McAn
ally, and Murray Head with
John Hurt and Trevor Howard.
This is the last movie made
with Trevor Howard before he
died on Jan. 7, 1988.
The movie is directed by
Michael Radford
Although the film runs 90 min
the characters are not fully
developed. The audience is left
to speculate upon the motiva
tions of the characters and
deduce who the killer may be
from the events of the film. The
characters are mostly a collec
tion of small bit part players
and not too much is revealed
about them.

Taken from the book WHITE
MISCHIE F by James Fox, the
movie has a plot based in reali
ty with a few added surprises.
Offering chiefly a hedonistic
view of the life of wealthy
What we do know is that
decadence, the movie be Lady Diana Broughton, the
comes boring quite rapidly. lead, is a beauty who marries
Only when the lead character for money but desires love.
is suddenly and mysteriously She finds romance outside
murdered half way into the her marriage.
movie do we realize that this is
Josslyn Hay, played by
really a "Who-Done-IT'.
Charles Dance, is a handsome
The antics and attitudes of army officer best descri bed as
this cast of all British actors is "one of the great stoats of his
superficial and sarcastic generation, one of the great
throughout the movie and their pouncers of all time"
words nothing more than a
Unfortunately the audience
series of sharply spoken one never gets to know these two
line puns.
leading characters because
Josslyn's murder eliminates
Some thought went into the him from the script just as their
creation of the outfits for the hopeful romance begins to
characters and corresponded blossom.
The movie is rated R because
with the time period as well as
the idiosyncrasy of each in the language can be con
dividual character. Silks and sidered profane at times and
Khakis are seen in colorful Lady Diana often appears
combinations and textured topless.
On a scale of ten, WHITE
linens and wools. The viewer
leaves with a strong sen sation MISCHIE F gets a 6.5 from
of color, pattern and ele- this reviewer.

Complete dental insurance
coverage at affordable rates
Dentures, crowns, root canals and even braces are
now covered under the State of Illinois' new
supplemental insurance option.
Complete coverage of complicated and specialty denta!
treatment is available for just
1

$10 a month by your

Health Care Systems, Inc.
For a free brochure on this Comprehensive addition to
state dental plan, contact: 571-2401

1

I

:120 Oak Brook Mall•
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521

Health Care Systems, Inc.
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White Mischief
Set in Kenya

WHITE MISCHIE F is a new
movie you will soon be hearing
about Set in colorful Kenya in
1940 the movie depicts the
decadent lifestyles of a dozen
wealthy British citizens who
avoid the Nazi war Blitz of Lon
don during WWII.
This Happy Valley (Kenya)
crowd lives on a diet consisting'
of the three A's alcohol, at
titude, and adultry. The good
life is one continuous liquor
party with a little horse racing,
polo, and promiscuous love
making added for good me.a
sure.

�
�
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Career Designs
By Dan Amari

The quality of your com
munication with potential em
ployers can often make or
break your potential for getting
an interview, and ultimately
getting that job offer. By taking
the time to do your best you
can generate a great deal
more interest among potential
employers, and serve yourself
well in the job searcl\
Here are some things to
think about when writing OOJer
letters
The standard methodology
for communicating initially with
an employer is to send off a
well written resume (which we
won't get into here, since we've
done so earlier in this column),
and a cover letter ( letter of aJ>
plication). Most people do a
great disservice to themselves
by writing poorly conceived
cover letters Here's an exam
ple of a not-so-Atypical cover
letter.
May 16, 1988
Brand X Corporation
0000 Main treet
Chicago, IL 00000
Dear Sirs:
I would

the

liJu! to apply for a (fill in
blank) position with your com

pany. I am grru:luating this swnmer

from Gouemors State Uniuersity
with a degree in(blank), aru1 am uery
interested in the {U!Id of(blank).
Enclosed is my re ume for your
review. If you feel my qu.alifications
match your needs, please contact

me I look forward to hearing from
you

Sincerely,
Unskilled Jobseeker
This type of cover letter,
generally churned out by the
score by job seekers, is just
about the worst thing one can
do in communicating with
employers
Here's what it REALLY says
to those individuals who review
app lications all the time, and
have little trouble reading be
tween the lines: " Hello, rm just
plastering the marketplace
aimlessly with my resume to try
to find a job. r m not really sure
what 1 want to do; furthermore, I
have absolutely no idea who

GET A$1,500
BONUS AND
MUCH MORE FROM
THE ARMY RESERVE
If you join a selected Army
Reserve unit in the area, you'll
get yourself a nice $ 1 ,500
bonus.
But thafs just for openers.
You'll al�o have the oppor
tunity to get money for college
through the G.L Bill Or you can
get the money for vocational
trainintl
Already have a college loan?
Wei� maybe we can help you
repay it
Need extra money'? Sure
you do. And we'll pay you over
$80 a weekend to start You
normally train one weekend a
month, plus two weeks a
year.
The Army Reserve has a lot
to offer - and it starts with a
$1 ,500 bonus. lefs talk.

you folks are and if there is any
good reason for me to be aJ>
plying to your organization
Please don't bother looking
any further at my application
materials, since rm not a
serious job seeker, and ca�
didate for employment with
your company. Feel free to
throw my resume into the
waste basket P. S.: DON'T
HIRE MB"
A well written cover letter will
include the following:
A PERSONALIZED SALl}
TATION: If you don't know the
appropriate person to contact
regarding employment just
pick up the phone and call
That's all it takes to find out with
whom you should be dealintl
By the way, if the reader is a
female, she probably won't aJ>
preciate the " Dear Sirsl"
A CONCISE DESCRIPTION
OF THE lYPE OF POSITION
YOU ARE SEEKING: Even if
you aren't sure exactly what
you want you need to give the
impression that you dd
A WELL-THOUGHT AR
TICULATION OF WHY YOU
SEE K THAT PARTIC U LA R
lYPE O F POSITION: again,
even if yoli re not certain that's
what yoli re after, yoli d better
make the employer think you
are
A HIGHLIGHTING OF YOUR
MOST SIGNIFICANT RELATED
SKI L LS, QUALIFICATIONS
AND EXPERI ENCE: and make
sure they relate specifically to
the type of employment you
seek. This information, ob
viously, should be a highlight
ing of the most salient aspects
of your resume (you can then
refer the reader to the e�
closed resume which provides
a more extensive review of
your qualifications and ex
perience)
KNOWLEDGE OF TH E OR
GANIZATION: Do your best
ahead of time to find out as
much as you can about the or
ganization to which you are aJ>
plying If you come up empty
after your attempts at re
search, at least articulate why
you are interested in working
for the particular TYPE of or
ganization (this applies to re
sponding to " blind' ads in the
classifieds as wel,. lf yolire aJ>

RECRUITING SCHEDULE

plying to IBM, answer the
questions, "What do you know
about IBM?" and "Why do you
want to work for IBM in par
ticular?", or at least "What do
you know about high tech
companies involved in com
puters, business machines,
etd?" and "Why do you want to
work for a high tech company
involved in computers, bus�
ness machines, etd?"
LOGISTICS: If you are avai�
able to interview, indicate such,
and be specific. If you can be
reached in a certain way, tell
the employer.
R EQ U E ST S F O R A D
D ITIONAL I N FOR MATION:
Ask for a formal application, if
any; request a job description
and company literature which
will better acquaint you with
the job in question and the or
ganization This will certainly
be useful when it comes to
interviewing!
THAN KS: You certainly DO
want to express your apprecia
tion for the organization's
serious review of your ca�
didacy for employment
FOLLOWUP PLANS: Rather
than say, to the employer, " f ll
be waiting to hear from you,"
why not say, "I plan to contact
you soo n to arrange a time to
meet with you, at your co�
venience, to discuss my ca{}
didacy for employment" Being
more assertive in your contact
with the employer will do two
things: it will identify you as a
more assertive individu� which
usually is to your benefit and it
will show your degree of
serious interest
Many individuals with whom
you will be in competition for a
job will be serious, thoughtful
and assertive candidates for
employment; many will not It
just makes good sense to do
everything you can do to be

Organization
Positions Available
Location
Required Background

CORNERSTONE SERVICES

Case Mgr. and Instructor Positions
(work with adult handica�
Jolie� IL
Social Services-related fields

Submit Resume by
Thursday, May 19

MURLAS COMMODITIES
Commodities Broker
Chicago, IL
Any Major

Submit Resume by
Friday, May 20

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT
CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNlY
Caseworker
Chicago, IL
MASTER degree in Social Service
related program

Submit Resume by
Tuesday, May 24

DOMINOS PIZZA
Management Trainee
Chicago locations(new stores)
Any Major

Submit Resume by
Wednesday, May

25
Apply for these positions by dropping off your resume by the
indicated deadline at the Career Planning & Placement Office,
Room A1700. Information about these opportunities is also
available at CP&P.

Student Life
Child Care Center
Hantack House

considered among the serious

orriceHours
Moo, Tues., Thu;.8:30 am7:30 p.m
Wed., Fri: 8:30 am - 5:00
p.m
(31 2) 534-5000, ext 2 1 63

Application packets are available
from the Innovator, the Placement
Office and the Office of Student
life and must be returned to the Of
fice of Student Life

Dan Amari, Director
Dan Kreidler, Job Locator &
Developer
Donna McBride, Secretary
Robbi n R�ld, Staff Assistant

-7:45-5:00

Ex.

2552/2568

Attention Students
Applications are now being accep
ted for the position of Managing
Editor of the Innovator.

NOW HIRING M/F

Fri

534-5000

Room A 1700

CRUISE SHIPS

7:45-8:30

Mon. - Thurs.

thoughtfu�assertive group of
candidates rather than the not
so-serious, not-so-thoughtfu�
and not-so-assertive group of
candidates.
If you really want that job,
make certain your writing
demonstrates it to the best of
your ability. Otherwise, you're
just begging the employer
NOT to hire you

CAREER PLANNING
&PLACEMENT

Submit Resume by
Monday, May 23

SIGNATURE GROUP
Inside Insurance Sales
Shaumburg. IL
Any Major

Summer & Career Opportunities·

(Will Train).

Excellent pay plus

world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.

tfOYI:
#-f...,.
O,..
lll_
....o.--::
..=...

CALL

208-738-0775 Ext.

��� @b/1

,�
���

�
The Prudentaal
.._,.

•

Call
SGT Diane Walton
at
844-3880
Be All You Can Be.
ARMY RESERVE.

AOpplication Deadline

The Prudential, a leader in the financial
services industry, is seeking aren canuse� on
didates for a progra m th t
.
developing high caltber 1nd1v1duals for
future growth in the financial services
industry. F.qual opportunity emoloyer

� �O?

PHIL HARlWEG

469-8166

THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE

�R
�� I
�

Representative

SOCIETY

OF THE UNITED STATES

800 Roosevelt Road, Building A #300, Glen Ellyn, ll

60317

M/F.
Please call:
Ms. Evelyn S. Kraemer
Manager, Human Resources
The Prudential Insurance Company

�

�

�
N FINANCIAL SERVICES
�
���
������
747-7220
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Interviews
And Photos By:
Sandy Kazak

Question:
In

your opinion, what should

be

the

major issue of this presidential election
campaign?

Dominic Candeloro
Continuing Ed
Chicago Heights
"rd like to see a commitment
to international education and
international trade and a
mopolitan attitude toward our
own ethnic population. We are
a mult�cultural society and
should take advantage of that
to compete in the world
economy."

Diane Bielfeldt
CBPA-UG
Joliet
"I would say our relations
with foreign countries and be
tween the powers of each in
dividual country. It is the
communications problems and
the breakdowns in com
munication between coun
tries, there are too many."

cos

0

A half a cup of caring
Poured into a bowl
A easpoo n of understanding
JUSt to let you know.

�

A cup of love stirred gently
Bake at 300 really slow
And a pinch of blind trust
Are the secrets to make us
grow

R
DAD

very

passed

The night with darkness holds
no

fears
your endless sleep has
come.
You cannot hear the robins
sing
with first rays of the sun.

en·
letters •o the ed1l0<
from the GSU Commun1ty. Lei·
ters should be

typed double

The only life you have right
now
is contained within my mind
I drift back to the happier
days
when life was not unkind

not exceed 200
words. Letter:; are subtect to
ed1t1ng and do not nccessanly
reflect the cpm1on of the paper

or rts staff All l!!tlers must be
:;,gned Names w1ll be w1tl>
held upon request alter confer·
W1lh the ed1tor

GSU INNOVATOR

MEMBER OF THE
ILLINOIS COLLEGE PRESS ASSOCIATION
COLUMBIA SCHOLASTIC PRESS
ASSOCIATION

Susan J. Fag1n • • • • • • • • Managing Ed1l0<
Jean Juarez • . • . • • • • • • . • Assoctal e
Rose • • ............... Photo
MIChael O'Malley • • . . • • . . .. . r.nh omno�t

Ed1tor
Thomas
Ed1tor
���iofi·�· �bi���:��e����;
Governors

and

spaper

Views expressed 1n thiS new
are t.
do not necessanly represet . .•
of the staff
ex 1n part. those of G011em ors State Un>

whole.

110rs1ty adm1n1slral10f\ faculty ex students.
Letters to the ed1tor are welcomed and en
couraged These letters must be sogned. but
names w1ll be w1thheld upon request
Malena• for pubilcatiOfl must be 1n the IN·
NOVATOR offiCe no later than 1 :00 p.m the
Wednesday befcxe pubhcat10n.
The INNOVATOR telephone number IS 534·
5000, extens1on 2140
The INNOVATOR IS pnnled by RegiOnal
Publosh1rog Ccxporat1on of Palos Heoghts. IL
Copynght GSU INNOVATOR 1987

Mllll-8469

rve forgotten how time to
myself is.
lfs very valuable and rare
only time I get some time
alone
Is when I wash my hair

The

Time alone to collect your
thoughts,
Time alone to reflect upon
the pas�
Time alone to think about the
future,
Any time at al� for time is going
too fast

bedroom

Time alone in your
Time alone in the dark
Time to think about nice
things
Like being small and playing in
the park.

Hasan Akhtar
Class of '88

Stale Unrvers1ty in University Park.

1

BOOK STORE HOURS

May 1 6-2 1
May 23-28

Mon-Tues
Wed-Thurs
Fri-Sat
Mon-Tues
Wed-Thurs
Fri
Sat

Sandy Mikulich
CH�UG
Hazel Crest
" I guess it would be nuclear
arms and the restriction of
arms deployment Especially
as in the Middle East and the
developing countries. The in
terference of Russia in Central
and South America"

announcement

Black Student Association
Meetings for Spring/Su mmer,
second Tuesday of each
month.
"Taste of GSU" committee
meet Tuesday June ,4.
Student Life Campus Center.

nME ALONE

Just some time alone to
You walk with me, your steps ourselves
still strong
Oh why isn't there ever
we had talks for day and enough?
nights on end
When people ask me why 1 sit
You were my Dad but best of in the dark
all
I just say, "I have to think
you were my closest friend about stuff."

SERVING GOIIER "'IRS STATE UNIVERSilY
SINCE t97t

IL 60466.

y

The blustery winds don't mar
your sleep
When thunderstorms roar
through.
The heat of day brings no
concern
these things have
from YOlL

But if we ever falter
And pain and hurt are
shared
We only need to look at the
recipe
for the answers are all in
there.
Hasan Akhtar
Class of '88

spaced and

E
T

And if w� mix this up together
We won't rush and go too
fast
the
ingredients
To make our relationship
last

courages

UNTITLED
"I seen it!"
I said
"Yolire nuts!"
"I seen the
dust balls
copulating
right here
on the
kitchen floort"
"Yolire crazy!"
"I mean it,
right here
on the
floort
I seen it!"

p

OUR LOVE RECIPE

These are

Adrianne Kelly
Administrative Asst CAS.
Homewood
"The economy, jobs, the
homeless and improving our
foreign policy, especially in
Latin America and South Af
rica, pertaining to human
rights."

Angela De Young
CH�UG
Chicago
*Higher education and drugs.
We need money for higher
education and with the rapid
increase of drug abuse it
seems that if we don't increase
our efforts on drug abuse it will
affect us. One has an effect on
the other, if you educate about
using drugs, you educate on
reasons not to use them"

1 0:30 am.-7:30 p.m.
1 0:30 am.-5:00 p.m.
1 0:30 am.-1 :00 p.m.
1 0:30 am.-7:30 p.m.
1 0:30 am.-5:00 p.m.
1 0:30 am.-1 :00 p.m.
CLOSED-M EMOR IAL
DAY

Letters
After our conversation the
other day, I thought you might
be interested in the following
statistics regarding our April
Buyback week, and the result
ing availability of used
for the Spring/Summer T�
mester.
During Buyback Week (4/
1 8-22) we gave $30,755.75 to
the students who returned
their textbooks to us after their
final exams. This figure is a
42% increase over the amount
of money we spend during the
same period last year ($2 1 ,648.05� Approximately $25,000
of the money spent was for
books that were adopted for
use during the Spring/Sum
mer Trimester.
This significant increase in
buyback plus the great quant�
ty of used books supplied by
wholesalers for the Spring/
Summer Trimester has result
ed in over $1 35,000 worth of
used books (retail prices) avail
able for purchase by the
students for this term. This
same quantity of books, if
purchased at new book prices,
would total over $ 1 80,000!
As we discussed, I would be
very willing to share this infor
mation with a staff member
from the Innovator. Getting this
type of information out to the
students can only be a benefit
to both Governors State Un�
versity and Folletts.
Kathy M Waldner
District Manager

books

Dear Sue,
Just wanted to complement
you on the April 1 8th edition.
All the stories on the front page
were worth reading and worthy
of front page display. Fr&
quently I don't read the I N
NOVATOR as the headlines
tum me off as they are trivial
(e.g. faculty accepted into
"Who's Who," which almost
everyone knows means next
to nothing largely exists to sell
books). This time the news
related to student needs and
faculty's real contribution.
And I enjoyed your editoria�
as I, too, like to walk!
Thanks,
Dave Matteson
Psychology & Counseling
Dear Editor,
One of the things that I ad
mire about the Innovator is its
willingness to tackle con
troversial subjects.
A recent case in point is the
Cafe Comments question:
"What do you think of the Pepsi
machine in the cafeteria?''
This is just the kind of infor
mation that we, as informed
members of society, need to
have in order to make in
telligent decisions and live
happier, more fulfilled lives.
Perhaps in some future
issue you could ask, "Which
are really better, Fords or
Chevys?" I, for one, would be
very interested in finally resolv
ing this question.
Thank you, and keep up the
work.

good
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Farewell to All
A student newspaper is not,
its nature, a static thing.
Staff comes and goes. The
aft is ever changing. People
uate, drop out or go on to
her jobs on campus, but the
r continues.
Because of this staffing on
uch a paper sometimes
ms to worl( on a revolving
basis, and over the past
our years, I have had to say
t7,te to many good friends.
Wel� now ifs my tum This is
Y last issue. I have completed
. y masters and must now go
bt into the real world
view this, rather mome�
ous occurrence with mixed
emotions. Four years is a long
time . Since I began as editor
. my daughter has grown from a
puche jr. hi student to a
lished 1 8 year old, ready to
ake the world on whatever
�erms it may offer. My baby has
�rown from a cuddley first
JQrader to a 1 0 year old boy suf-

t

"--1

�
�

faring the first traumas of Im
pending adolescence. As for
me, the hair is a bit grayer, the
eyes a little weaker, and the
bags under them a bit darl(er.
I entered this office a fright
ened cub reporter. I leave it
secure in my knowledge of my
craft and ready to do battle
with whatever dragons I may
encounter.
We have accomplished much
over the years. We have made
a low budget understaffed
paper into a force to be reck
oned with among college
newspapers in Illinois. And of
this I am justifiably proud We
have worl(ed hard but the worl(
has paid off.
It would be an out and out lie
if Isaid that your Editorship has
been a time of unequaled joy. It
has not There have been
times, too many to mention,
when I wanted to walk out and
never look back. But there
have been many good times

Homage to our
Departing Editor

-

Now that the departure of
our editor is very imminent, it is
appropriate to bid our fond
adieu and to assess the
current situation of this publi
cation
The critics andsatytists have
'· all had their day but that comes
with the territory and is to be
expected This publication is
· both viable and fun and everyone wants it to be relevant
The staffers occasionally
take themselves too seriously
�
in the pursuit of the news and
make life uncomfortable for
others in the GSU community.
�This tension is unavoidable
"because creative individuals
have ideas about how their
"own efforts should be directed
showcased Offenses in
regard should not be taken
personally.
As communicators, we seek
vehicle for our photographs,
and poetry. We wish to
our concern, joy, frustra
sorrow, pride of achieveand love for beauty and
re.
At the same time we keep
readers current and i�
_,,.....,.,..,. Hopefully we brighten
by offering some e�
.,�rf�linrnAont ValUe.
We know that you are out
It is by the grace of our
'·' r'"'""'�� that we are allowed
opportunity to serve on
paper. Many of you are e�
�....,,,.,.to us merely because
have visited the office to
:Ah,""'"� acquainted and shared
personal concerns with
We value you as unique i�
�IIVK"Jus:�,•� and we thank you for
Qc.lk<orinn vniii'Q.OO>Iu•""" with US.
·

�
·

·

.

·

�

It is the negativity and the
apathy that discourage us, the
flimsy excuses of those who
can contribute but do not
because their feelings are hurt
or those content to stand on
the sidelines and criticize si�
cere efforts.
A new editor will surely have
a different organizational a�
proach. Maybe it is time to
reconsider your own participa
tion as we search for a new staff
and some new leadership.
We currently need graphics
help, reporters and photog
raphers. Unfortunately, this
publication is not the perfect
vehicle of expression or com
munication Reoccuring pr�
lems with our printer freQuently
embarrass us and make our
best efforts seem childish.
Those in authority over us
have been lackluster in their
activity. We do not even have a
faculty advisor. Systems are in
place that foster aggravation
and out of frustration we tell
our problems to secretaries
and hope that our messages
get through as deadlines pass
us by.
Those who think they are
doing us a great favor become
offended when their participa
tion is questioned or the quali
ty of their commitment chal
lenged They think that we are
rude to them.
Stories are routinely submit
ted behind schedule and need
extensive rewriting. Yet every
one wants to become published
and look good
We do not even know what is
going on when clubs do not
give us their
informa-
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too. and It Is these I shall
remember. And I shall remem
ber, you, our readers. and all
the times and places through
out the university I have seen
you sprawled In a chair or
pay the bills and see his chi
hunched over a table totally
Mother's Day is now behind
dren, for he is also a paren
engrossed in the Innovator.
us and with it the rush of sob
only when the courts and h
Those times are the pay off.
stories about the single
ex permit him to. In extre
You are reading us. and that is
mothers whose children have
cases the visitation may be
what counts. That is why we
been "kidnapped' by the"�
are here, for you
litt•a as one day per month.
" custodial parent" translation,
To get back at their wiv
father.
As time goes on editors will
and at thesame time with thei
come and go. Some will do well
Kleenex in hand we read of
children, some of these fathe
and others not so well Some
their suffering over massang
crack. They steal their child!�
will continue the work we have
mother's day with their dear litand run
begun, others will not We have
tie ones, and how much they
ln allthe furor over the sufferdone a lot, but there is still
must go through not havingthe
ing of the "wronged' mothe
much to do. That is my one
children around for, some
we seem to forget that t
regret to leave with so much
times years, and seeing them
still left to accomplish.
father is suffering too. Jus
grow.
because the mother wa
My legacy, if, indeed I leave
Is there an unwritten law, we
awarded custody does no
one, is dedication and hard " wonder, that demands that for
mean that the father is a
work. And if we have not been
every family holiday there must
abusive monster. Yet, he is a
the top act, to borrow a theatri- " be at least one suffering single
the mercy of a woman wh
mother story?
cal phrase, I leave with the
may hate him, when it comes to
secure knowledge that we will
The thing that bothers us
be a damn hard act to follow.
continuing his relationship
about the whole thing is, where
with his children
are the suffering fathers?
"
Is it any wonder, then, that,
Divorce is a terrible thing, often
for some the pressure becomes
it is hate filled and bitter, but, it
too great and they crack. MThey
is seldom the fault of only one
are my children too," these
partner. In the bitterness of the
fathers reaso" "If I must su�
break-up they grasp at anyport them, then why should she
thing available to hurt each
have the right to keep me from
other. And the children are the
being with them?"
weapon of choice.
While we feel great compas- ,
Both parents love the chi..
sion for the mothers who are
dren, and at the same time
trying bravely to make it alone,
recognize that they can hurt
isn't It time to remember the
the othe rparent through the
.
lonely father? When a famil
. children
splits up everyone suffers. '
The divorced mother is a
�aybe it is time that we r�
popular subject in the media at
ognized this and instead o
any time. We delight in scruputting these men in jai� we oftinizing her pain, her difficulties
Sue Fa �""'rri n
fered them the same kind o
in raising her children alone.
.
sympathy and concern we give
taon ana tne campus t-'H de- '
,
But there is another person i�
the women Maybe then w .
partment forgets about us. We� volved here.
could make the whole thid
What of the father?While the
currently do not have anY!
.
easier for those least able t�
reporters to assast us.
mother is struggling to bring up
.
handle it - the children
These are the tnals and" productive members of society
tribulations that we face on this� alone, the father is expected to
� )lm( )IID( ·
.
paper and as creative i�"IU•I.l•,:•ao•c;••�·�
dividuals we always seem to
'
find a way.
e
ars
Oll
3'\e It
Editors are supposed to ·
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••�
possess diplomacy and tacti
"
and of that we will take all that ·.
This little bit of nonsense
we can get We learn the hard
he's a Taurus and you are a''.
was not written according to
way, but we do leam We are
Sagittarian and these two are
the
stars.
I
did
not
consult
the
moulding our character as we�
like
oil and water, they do not
stars to see if today is a good
participate in the creation of l
mix because the stars say so.
day
for
writing
an
opinion
My
this student paper.
Never mind that you two really .
budget doesn't include a perWe offer "good luck and
did hit it off. It won't worl(
sonal
astrologer
because
1
am
thanks" to our departing
because
you will have to find .
not married to the President
How you managed it for
someone
else who's stars are
After seeing what they look like
long is anybody's guess.
compatible with yours.
•
and
listening
to
some
of
them
we become stuck in the mire
I know two people who are
talk ifs a good thing the
journalistic form, we will
supposed to be made for each
budgefs tight
hesitate to ask for your advice.
other
because their astrologiAstrology is a fun thing, not
It is appropriate to add the
cal
charts
are perfect Know
to be taken too seriously. Cerwords of Teddy Roosevelt
what they fight like cats and
tainly
not
to
lead
your
life
by.
"It is not the critic who
dogs. Must be some sneaky
What happens when you must
counts, not the man who points
old �lanet thafs sitting up
ical
the
and
out
astrolog
go
out how the strong man
there an the wrong conjunction "
chart says ifs not a good day
stumbled, or where the doer of
One last thought I wonder
for going out Do you stay in
deeds could have done them
where the stars were when the
miss
something
enjoyable
or
better. The credit belongs to
Iranian business became pubprofitable because Venus had
the man who is actually in the
lie? Did Oliver North consult an
sign
your
and
Mars
with
a tight
arena; whose face is marred
astrologer? Because if he did
as nght an the middle.
dust and sweat and blood; who
he
sure didn't get his money's
o
u
give
to
Another
that
is
p
ne
strives valiantly; who errs and
worth. Or maybe he did
dreamboat
you
met
at
the
barcomes short again and again;
becue
who knows the great e� ii
i
iiilliiillliiiiiii
th� the great dev�
and spends himself in a wrorthv•
cause; who at the best ,.,,.....,.._
in the end the triumph of high
achievement; and who, at the
worst, if he fails, at least
while daring greatly, so that
place shall never be with rn,.,.,....
cold and timid souls who ...."'"' �

Where are the Fathers?
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A Closeup World is Waiting to be Explored

Rough glaze on • V8H

.

.

Pl8atic bristle h8ir brush

p age 7

GSU INNOVATOR

I

I

:

/
A barber's brush

When the camera man says,
"I want to take a closeup,� most
people instantly become par
anoid Closeups reveal flaws
and defects. The results can be
very unflattering.
Turning the camera lens
toward nature is a different
situation The natural beauty of
Mother Nature is astonishing
and Mother Nature never pro
tests the intrusion of the
camera
This series depicts both
natural and synthetic materials
arranged to be used by man
Extreme closeups reveal a
separate wor1d of pattern and
form, not usually observable in
the everyday use of these sim
ple objects.
A world beneath our feet ex
ists, which we know verv little. It
is a visual world, loaded with
fascination and mystery. A
world that awaits our explor
ation

Metallic fabric

Pattern of a ceramic lamp

The peges of a textbook
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Don't let t his familiar saying haunt you this summer.
Enroll your children in the Student Life Child Care��--
Cente(s
Older Children's program This program is specifically
designed with the elementary school age child in mind Activities will
promote creativity and individuality. Field trips will enchance an un
derstanding of the world around us. Recreational activities will develop
coordination and demonstrate teamwork All this is an environment con
dusive to curiosity and self-expression

This program will begin June 6th and continue through August
26th Swimming miniature golf, field trips and arts and crafts are all
a part of this summer package.
The program is available to childre" ages 6 through 1 2, of G.S U
staff, faculty, students, alumni and members of the adjoining
Y. MCA So don't wait sign your children up now. It will guarantee
them an enjoyable and fulfilling summer!
For more information call 534-5000 extension 2552/2568. Our
. location is west off of University Drive in the Hantack House.

child
care
center t�.!,'
�eal

�erv1,e1,
-

the unfortunate occurrence
and this includes the Gover
nors State University campus.
Recent crime statistics reveal
a general crime increase in the
suburbs around the Chicago
Metropolitan area Governors
State University has also had

was identified and apprehen
ded by University Police and
he is now awaiting triaQ; April
saw an auto theft (the vehicle

I

was later recovered out of the
area by police after an all
points broadcast and national
law enforcement computer
system entry was made by Uni
versity Police) AND an incident

by Sandy Kazak

RESumES
n.yas
r�Rill P.APERS
m,u�usctrPrs
111AILrN6S

GSU hosted an opening
celebration for artist Gordon
Ligocki on May 1 2 in The
Visual Arts Gallery.
Ligocki presented 1 3 scul·
ptures(pedestal works) and 1 0
collages (wall works) and
graciously answered ques
tions about the work to visiting
art students from Prairie State
College, who were in atten
dance.
Primarily interested in wall
art, but hesitating to call them
paintings, Ligocki has recently
turned toward sculpture. H e
uses painting and sculpture to
feed off each other, "I don't
know_.to call them paintings or
sculpture?" he said

ETC �

P O S I T I O N S

START
EARNING
NOW AND
YOU CAN
HAVE A
GREAT
SUMMER

2. Contact DPS if you otr
serve any vehicles just "cruis
ing" campus roadways or
parking lots; please provide as
much description as you can
about the vehicle. Make sure
your vehicle is locked in the
parking lot Keep valuables out
of sight or in the trunk; if your
vehicle has expensive ac
cessories (a favorite target),
As you can see, academia is
consider installing a vehicle
not immune. The GSU Depart
burglar alarm system.
ment of Public Safety believes
3. Utilize the Escort Service
located at the "C" main entran
"forewarned is forearmed" and
ce after dark whenever you
we hope that the entire com
can or leave with others in a
munity will help the University
group.
4. While in the building,
Police help you! Please be
never leave your personal
aware of the following "safety
items unattended or in plain
view; "snatch and g'rab" is a
tips" that will assist all of us 1n
petty thiefs favorite!
making Governors State Uni
5. If you are the victim of a
versity a safer place:
crime, note and remember as
much as you can about the in
1 . Be constantly aware! Im cident and perpetrator and
mediately contact the Depart contact the police immedi
ment of Public Safety(DPS) at ately!
Lefs all work together to
extension Ill if you notice any
GSU a safe place "to
make
one who seems out of place or
just loitering around. DPS will finish what you started"!
Help your University Police
be more than happy to check
help you!
the situation out
of indecent exposure in the
University Library (suspect
was identified and apprehen
ded by the University Police
and he is currently awaiting
triaQ; so far in the beginning of
May, we have experienced a
daylight armed robbery of the
Parking Information Booth.

Artist Favors Org anic Shapes

t nc.

P A R T - T I M E

Along with sunny skies,
warm breezes and picmcs, the
warm weather months also
bring an unwelcome increase
in crime. No area is safe from

its share in this general trend.
March of 1 988 brought a purse
snatching in one of the univer
sity parking lots (the suspect

Governo rs State Universit y

.

Wannth Encourages Crime

t
•

old car buff, only starting out
collecting sticks, dulling them,
and then adding them to
gether. I thought how primitive
man would use both primitive
and modern materials in com
binations if he found them."
Ligocki considers his sculp
tures, "as abstracts, but really
not all that abstract They are
basic organic shapes, natural
as found in nature, like the Van
Morrison tapes. About three
were found torn up and added
to the piece # 1 7 "(Good Times
IN A Jar}.
This exhibit runs through
May 27. The Visual Arts Gallery
is open 1 1 am. to 3 p.m. Mon
Fri. Call (31 2) 534-5000

The sculptures are of the
most interest in this show. The
process, called H ydracel, is
related to the pouring of con
crete into a mold. When fully
setup and dry the mold is
removed and the sculpture
remains standing.
Colors are added during the
pouring process or added af
terwards in certain areas only.
Reshaping and redefining the
artwork is also possible when
the mold is removed
"I've got no qualms about
thrashing out a piece, no mat
ter how much I put into it
Sometimes I have too much
going on in them."
He compares himself "to an

� K roch's &. Brentands
STORES .
� THE FULL SERVICE BOOKe:------.

where stioppmg
.----

IS

a pleasur

For the best in test prep guides
turn to the experts at K&.. B

RN BOA RDS REVIEW FOR NCLEX - RN 1988
edited by Alice M. Stein, R.N., M.A. &.
Nancy H. jacobsen, R.N., M.S. W.
Developed by nur s ing instructors exper ienced in

Start working part-time with
The Signature Group and in 3 short months you can
earn $ 1000 + ! That extra cash can help pay for the
vacation you deserve, spruce up your summer wardrobe
or pay off some bills.
The Signature Group is a leader in the dramatically
growing field of direct marketing. We need your excellent
communication skills and pleasant telephone voice to
market our services to customers across the country. No
experience necessary; company-paid training is provided.
In addition we offer you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

$5

per hour guaranteed to start
State-of-the-art facility
Midlothian location
17-20 hours per week
Generous be nefits package
Montgomery Ward merchandise discount

Call 389-9200

For shift availability, weekdays 1 0:30 AM to 5 PM.

NATURE
Equal Opponunoty Employer
-

...

M/F

teaching State Board Review courses, this indis
�--... p e n s a b l e h a n d b o o k feat u r e s
i n fo r m a t i o n o n t h e m o s t fre 

q ue ntly tested areas, test-taking
tips, practice exams, and more.
Paper

$17.95

RN REVIEW TESTS FOR
N U RSING COMPETENCE
FOR NCLEX- RN
edited by
Martha Velasco- Whetsell et a/.
I n c l udes bac kgro u n d i n forma
tion o n the NCLEX- R N test along

four practice exams plus
Paper $12.95

with

answers.

I< roch's &. Brentands
THE FULL SERVICE BOOKSTORES•

River Oaks Center, Calumet City, IL 60409 868- 1666
•

Lincoln Mall, Matteson, IL 60443

•

481 -6140
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Abstract Artist ltatani to Lecture
by Ellen Petraits
On Thursday, May 1 9th,
orum, the art students' or
nization will set the stage for
ichiko ltatan� noted abstract
urist painter to give a slide
presentation and lecture on
her work Ms. ltatani is an
associate professor at the Art
Institute of Chicago and has
exhibited her work in the
Chicago gallery circuit as well
as those in New Vorl<, Wash
ington, and California Her
work is characterized by swirl
ing grey figurative forms paint
ed on unusually shaped can
vases, some having more than
four sides and fitting together
to form a puzzle- like structure.
In addition to the artisfs pr&
sentation, the second part of
the evening will give current
and alumni Artforum members
the opportunity to have two of
their works critiqued by Ms.
ltatani For those unfamiliar
with the critique format of an
art class, critiques enable the
artist to have her/his work and

ideas to be the focus of atten
tion and to receive constructive criti cism s from fellow
artists and the instructor. Since
many of the current painting
students are involved either
with painting the f�gure or vary
ing degrees of abstraction, the
critique promises to be a lively

are

of Month

exchange of ideas and ex
pressions. Funding for this
evening was given by the Of
fice of Student Life and the
Student Program Action Coun
cil The lecture will be held in
Sherman Hall beginning at six
p.m with the critique to follow
in E1 1 0 1 , Painting Studio.
There is no admission charge
to this event and it is open to
the public. Those interested in
or curious about art may take
this opport unity to see Michiko
ltatanrs work and to become
acquainted with the work
being created by colleagues at
Governors State University.
•

Moviemaking in Illinois
SPRINGFIELD, Ill, April 1 9
- They help feed the poor.
they raise funds for a girrs
heart transplant They help
people in stress.
"TheY'
all those associated
with on-location movie-making
in Illinois - film crews, actors,
set security police, movie executives, caterers.
Such reaHife heroism is a
rarely publicized facet of the
state's movie industry, says
Suzy Kellett, Managing Director of the Illinois Film Office.
"When people encounter
on-location filming, they' re
usually thrilled. They may wait
hours in the cold and dark to
catch a glimpse of a movie star
or witness special effects and
stunts.
"Stil� as movie-making has
become more common in IIlinois, the entire industry has
had towork harder than everto
minimize inconveniences so
people remember the thrill not that traffic was tied up or
cars were towed.
"In addition,• said Kellett,
"everyone should know that all
who are part of the Illinois
movie business are ready - at
a momenfs notice - to be
much more than considerate.
Over the years, they have

Employee

demonstrated courage, compassion and generosity."
For example, the California
caterer for the 1 982 shooting
of Universal Studio's "DR DETROIT" donated leftover food
each day to the hungry and
poor on Chicagds Madison
Street The film featured Dan
Akroyd as a straight-laced
college professor who gets involved with sophisticated call
girls.
When CBS Theatrical Films
was making "GRA N DVIEW
U.S.A" in Pontiac in 1 983 star
Jamie Lee Curtis notic d a
newspaper story about a local
teen-aged girl who needed a
heart transplant Everyone
associated with the production
decided to donate their Sunday off to a fund-raising effort
to defray expenses.
Curtis sold kisses, and the
film company gave several
thousand dollars to the cause.
The girl successfully underwent the transplant at a
Pittsburgh hospital "GRANDVIEW U.S.A" was about growing up in a small M idwest town
and responding to the lure of
life in the big city.
To help prevent and solve
on-location logistical problems, movie companies hire

�

�----1

off-duty police officers to provide set security.
"In two cases, police helped
prevent suicides,• said Ron
Verkuilen, a Film Office locatio� scout "During stunt preparat1on at the Daley Plaza when
the television series ' LADY
BLUE' was being shot in 1 985,
a man who had soaked his
clothes in flammable fluid
threw himself on the eternal
flame.
" Everyone on these� includ.
1ng security police, wrestled
the man into a snow bank and
doused the fire. He was taken
away unhu� thanks to quick
action" "LADY BLUE" concerned a woma n police offleer's experiences.
Last year during the filming
of "RED H EAT" (a yet-to-bereleased movie about a Soviet
criminal who works his way
into the .S. underworld), offduty Chicago police officer
Neil Maas, 40, was working set
security with fellow officer
Kathy Kiss.

�

in his car and I gave chase."
Maas curbed the man after a
1 o-minute pursuit and arrested him
Sometimes, said Kellett, fate
or good fortune play a role on
the set
In June 1 987 during filming
of a movie entitled "ABOVE
THE LAW," a little boy fell from
a second-story window, bounced off an awning and hit the
shoulder of Chicago Police
Sgt Larry Augustine who had
moved under the window, by
chance, just before the fall
The awning and Augustine
slowed 2-year-old Junior Merced s descent enough to allow
the boy to survive without
serious injury. "ABOVE THE
LAW' was released in April
In another case on the set of
"CHILDSPLAY," a film crews
hand-held radios were on the
same frequency as that in a
Chicago Sun-Times delivery
truck whose driver was being
robbed During the holdup,
driver Garry Williamson broadcast his plight The film crew
alerted set police who rushed
to help.
"These episodes show that
people in the film industry are
ready to come to the aid of the
less fortunate or those in distress," said Jay R Hedges,
Director of the Department of
Commerce andComm unity Affairs(DCCA). "I commend them
all"
Created in 1 975, the Illinois
Film Office is housed in DCCA
I n 1 987, more than $39 million
was brought into the state via
film and TV production

" 1 was holding traffic on Wacker Drive when a cabbie ran up
and said a man on the rail of a
bridge was threatening to
jump into the Chicago River.
Officer Kiss and 1 ran as fast as
we could She grabbed his leg
and 1 threw my arms around
him to get him back to safety,"
said Maas.
YOU'R E DOUBLY LUCKY
Another time, Maas said, a
IF YOU'R E FROM
distraught young woman ran
ILLIN OIS
up to him on the set of "CRIME
AND
A SOLDI ER
about
series
TV
(a
STORY"
Chicago detectives) and said
The State of Ill in is now offers
she had been accosted mosoldiers its new Illinois Veterans
ments before by a young man.
"
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you're an Illinois resident and a
soldier, you could qualify to
lave all your tuition and fees
paid to a state-c ontrolle d
school.
U NIVERSITY PARK - What
And that means the money
ship between alcoholism, bi
are the effects of alcohol on
you acquire via the G. I. Bill Plus
human sexuality?
ological functions, personal
the Army College Fund-from
Counselors and others who
attitudes, societal attitudes
$9,000 to $25,20Q-can be
work with alcohol abusers can
and psychologicaVsexual pr�
used for school related expen
lems. He will give participants
learn more on the subject and
ses, whatever you need to be
self-awareness exercises and
how to work with abusers dur
able to concentrate on study,
discuss values clarification
ing a two-day workshop of
'
courses and grades.
that can lead to personal or
fered at Governo rs State
lfs a great opportunity. For
professional growth in prepar
University.
complete details, call your
ation for alcoholism oounseling.
The program "Alcoholism
local Army Recruiter today.
and Sexuality" will be offered
This program can be taken
for credit or non-credit
by Paul Teodo from 9 am to 5
SGT Ralph Hickson
For further information, or to
p.m May 20 and 21 on the
844-3990
register, contact Roger Paris in
GSU campus, Stuenkel Road
and Governors Highway.
the Office of Conferences and
ARMY
Workshops at (31 2) 534-5000,
During the workshop Teodo
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
will emphasize the relationextension 2484.

Workshop is Offered

Governors State University President Dr. Leo Goodman

Mal� muth ( centerj and his wife, Margaret, discuss the
Reg1onal Center for t he Performing Arts with Dr. Floyd
English of Olympia Fields at the recent benef"rt dinner
for the center. The GSU Foundation is now three
quarters of the way to its $2.2 million goal needed to
get matching state funds for construction.

•
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Comp uters are for Kids
This workshop is offered for
two different age groups.
Children ages 8 to 1 1 will meet
Mondays and Wednesdays
June 20 through 29 from 9 am
to noon Children ages 1 2 to 1 4
will meet Tuesdays and Thurs
days June 21 through 30 from
9 am to noon The fee is $40.
"Data Base and Sprea�
sheet Procedures" will give
children the chance to create
and manipulate databases
and spreadsheets as they
simulate the problems and
solutions of a travel agent or
dinosaur collector. By the sec
ond class, students will learn
how to run their own business
es. This class is designed for
students who have no knowl
edge of database or sprea�
sheet procedures.
This workshop is offered tor
two different age groups.
Children ages 8 to 1 1 will meet
Tuesdays and Thursdays July
1 2 through 21 from 9 am to
noon Children ages 1 2 through
1 4 will meet Mondays and
Wednesdays, July 25 through
Aug. 3 from 9 am to noon The
fee is $4"0.
"Problem Solving with LOGO
and BASIC for Young People"
will give students simple pro
gramming knowledge that
solves problems and teaches
logica� structured thinking.
This class is designed for
children with no previous
experience.

U NIVERSITY PARK - If
you're looking for something to
liven up your childs summer,
how about constructive fund
with computers?
Governors State University
will be offering computer
classes throughout the sum
mer for children and teens. No
previous experience is nec
essary.
The five courses - Micr<�
computer Applications, Word
Processing, Data Base and
Spreadsheet Procedures, Prob
lem Solving with LOGO and
BASIC, and WordStar for
Teens - will be offered during
June, July and August on the
GSU campus. In each of the
classes, students will have ex
clusive use of an Apple lie
microcomputer.
I n " M icrocom pu ter Ap
plications for Young People"
students will learn basic op
erations that will assist them in
school work and everyday liv
ing. They will also work in
specific areas such as word
processing, electronic filing,
critical thinking, computer cre
ativity, LOGO, and computer
assisted instruction in ae&
demic subjects.
This workshop is open to
young people ages 9 to 1 5,
and will be offered twice during
the summer. Session one will
meet on Fridays and Satur
days July 8, 9, 1 5, 1 6 and 22,
from 9 am to noon The sec
ond session will meet July 29
and 30 and Aug. 5, 6, and 1 2
from 9 am to noon. The fee
is $25.
"Word Processing for Young
People" will teach students
word processing while de
veloping language arts skills.
Participants will create finish
ed literary products on word
processi ng software.
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This workshop is offered for
8 to 1 1 -year-olds Mondays
and Wednesdays, Aug. 8
through 1 7, from 9 amto noon
The fee is $40.

TICKER TA L K
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.. PERFECT TYPE"
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
HOME TYPING S E RVICE

ALL WORK DO N E ON �ORO PROCESSORS
TE A M/RESEARCH PAPERS
N U RSING RE PORTS, THESIS
R E SUMES, TRANSCRIPTION

LOW RATES
PICK-UP A N D
DELIVERY AVA I LABLE

PHON E: (3 1 2) 862-4023

CONTRACEniVE SERVICES
PAP nm - BREAST EXAMS
PREGNANCY TESTS
ABORTIONS
Confrd�l� �tviCft I LicMM<d S.1ff
C11/Coll«t

(2 1 9) 84S-0841
HAMMOND

(31 2) 781 -9550
LOOP

CH ICAGO

(2 19) 769-3500
M E R R ILLVILLE

. , ... .,..,. � ......

U N IVERSITY PARK - Each
time you start a new job, there' s
a certain amount of training
involved.
How corporate trainers pre
sent the information, the tech
niques used to communicate
the messages, and the formats
the messages are presented
in, are all important in getting
the new employee interested,
motivated and competen�
Governors State University
Professor Michael Stelnicki
said
Dr. Stelnicki, who directs and
teaches the master's degree
program Instructional and Trail'l
ing Technology at GSU, dem
onstrated these major points
during a one-day workshop at
the annual conference of the
National Society for Perform
ance and Instruction in Wash
ington, D.C.
"All training materials should
be designed following pri!l
ciples established by research.
Getting the participants it'l
volved in the subject matter, it'l
forming them of the training
objectives and motivating them
are only a few of the many
strategies the instructional

Dr. Michael Steln icki

"This is a growing field that
adapts to many areas, be
cause students learn to design
and develop training courses
and materials, develop generic
skills in managing human
resources and produce media

developer must build into the
training system," Stelnicki ex
plained.
Stelnick7s day-long program
took participants from the pre
paratory steps needed to
develop training materials,
such as objectives and a work
ing outline, into the actual writ
ing of the training materials.
At Governors State, Stel
nicki's students in the Instruc
tional and Training Technol
ogy program work in business
and industry, consulting firms,
adult learning centers, COI'l
tinuing health education and
other professions.
The 36-credit hour program
.
gtves students hand&on ex
perience, because the pro
gram was developed by Stel
nicki in consultatio n with
specialists in the field
components for training. Our
students leave with portfolios
that show the kind of work they
can do, • the professor said
Persons considering the
fie!d must have strong E nglish
skills and be capable of inter
preting data that sometimes
can be technical

How Adults Learn
by Sandy Kazak

Part 2

The second part in the series
"How Adults Learn After Schoor
features "The Infinity Photo
graphy Association" of Univer
sity Park.
This is a relatively older
association funded in 1 976 by
Governors State University.
"Before that time it was a
loose association of people
that were interested in photog
raphy," said Paul Schrantz Uni
versity Professor of Photo
graphy. "It was an association
of interested people, not a club
or a group.•

always well represented and
members are seen eating,
drinking, talking to the viewing
public and getti1g re-acquainted
with each other as they dis
cuss the art and craft of
photog raphy.
"I like the openings. I like the
social atmosphere and the
food," replied Gary Millsap
from Bradley.

Since the membership rarely

attends the meetings, gallery
opening celebrations really
support the association
-I would never say that I have
seen a meet ing but I have seen
two of the offtcers. I would
rather go to the openings and
eat and drink," replied one
member.
The Infinity Gallery" is well
known throughout the local
community and In academic
circles throughout the nation
Students attending Thornton
Community Colege and Prarie
State College bring their friends
and families to see the gallery
exhibits.
The Infinity Photography
Association solicits new mem
bers from thosewhoattend the
gallery shows. Cards are left in
the gallery explaining the
benefits of joining the as
sociation

This as-;ociation closely paraJ.

:J1 Gtorgt A M.Jrtmil

1)\�A "flv ll

Prof. Desi gns Trainin g Courses

leis The Infinity Gallery, es
.
tablished In 1 975 as an off
shoot of the university library.
The gallery came first however,
then the association
The continuous success and
the popularity of -The Infinity
Gallery" is partially the result of
The Infinity Photography kt
sociation
The association members
regularly select potential ex
hibits for the gallery as work is
solicited from photographers
throughout the country and
members help to hang the
exhibits.
The membership gathers
once a month to celebrate the
gallery openings. These ope!l
ings are advertised and open
to the public. The association is

-

SPECIAUZJNG IH ALL PHASEI OF COH
TACT LfNI CAR£, HARD-TG-FIT PRC>a
LEMI OUR SPECIALTY (ALIO IATURN
LENI, W/J DURASO" COLORS)
• LAI ON PREMISEI FOR FAlTER HR·
VICE ON ALL GI.AUEI
• LATEST
a E L E C TION OF QUALITY
FRAMEI, IUNGUSIEI, ATHl£TIC I
IAI'ETY GLAIIEI, VAAILUX' RAY IAN'
IUNSENIOR
•

•

DIFFICULTY
SI'ECI:¥-TY

SEEING

PR08UMI

OUR

2555 w. LINCOLN HIGHWAY·
OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL ICMI1

3 1 2�748-2060

Members can be young or

old Some have degrees of

various kinds and others have
only taken a course or two in
photography.
When asked if she was a
member of The Infinity Pho
tography Association, Susan
�!I a student and gallery
vts1tor from Crete said, "I was
planning on it but I felt I wanted
to learn even more about pho
tography to do it"
Trips are occassionally ar
ranged for new and old mem
bers aike so that photographers
have a chance to get together
on location to do actual
photographic shootings. The
Mississippi River Boat trip is
one of these and can also be
taken toward college credit
Member and secretary of
The Infinity Photography As
sociation, George Kwain of
Peotone explains, "it is COI"I'l
posed of those interested in
�otography. It is people get
ting together with similar i!l
terests in interaction and doing
what I do.•
I nformation about The Infinity
Photography Association or
Infinity Gallery may be
g1ven at the following: (31 2)
534-5000, ext 246 1 .
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This summer 1 50 children
and adults from the Chicag�
land area will be attending a
special week-long camp pr�
gram sponsored by the Mu&
cular Dystrophy Association
To a youngster with mu&
cular dystrophy, summer camp
was once a dream Now it's a
fact of life, thanks to hundreds
of high school and college
age volunteers!
Volunteers are needed to
help wheelchair-bou nd cam�
ers participate in normal reo
reational activities. With the
help of your arms and legs,
campers can do alrRost any
thing - without i� they may be
unable to attend
Volunteers aged 1 6 and
over are desperately needed
to attend camp June 1 1 - 1 8
with all expenses for campers
and volunteers paid in full by
the Muscular Dystrophy A�
ciation No previous experi
ence is necessary as all
volunteers will be oriented and
trained to attend to the needs
of their camper. If you are over
the age of 1 6 and want to
volunteer, please call 9868540.
Without your involvement
summer camp may once again
become a dream, with your in
volvemenLa dream come true.
Please phone!

StU:dents Wei gh Jobs vs. Environment
ARCATA, CA - Concerned
students are alive, wei� and ac
tive in the 1 980's. At Humboldt
State University in northern
California, they are facing and
discussing issues of social and
environmental responsibility in
employment choices.
HSU students, who last year
successfully campaigned for a
voluntary pledge of responsi
bility in job decisions to be in
cluded in their commence
ment ceremonies, have formed
the Graduation Pledge Alliance
(GPA) and are carrying their
idea to schools around the
world
The pledge handed to HSU
graduates states wl pledge to
thoroughly investigate and
take into account the social
and environmental conse
quences of any job opportunity
1 consider." It is intended to
"help create an atmosphere
where social and environmen
tal responsibility is openly di&
cussed and plays a more
central role in our life de
cisions," according to pledge
�author Matt N icodemus.
"The pledge statement is
kind of what education is all
about" said Mark Murray, for
mer HSU student-body presi
dent wwe become educated
men and women so we can go
on and act in a responsible
manner."
N icodemus believes the
pledge gives local activists a
powerful tool "Now we can
focus public discussion directly
on questions of what it actually
means to be responsible and
which employers are being
more or less so."
Already, students at eleven
U.S. universities and colleges
are actively campaigning for

similar pledges to be an official
part of their 1 988 graduation
ceremonies. These schools in
clude Stanford University (Stan- ,
ford, CA), University of California
(Berkeley, CA), University of
California (Santa Cruz, CA),
San Francisco State University
(San Francisco, CA), University
of Utah (Salt Lake City, Ul), and
Evergreen State University
(Olympia, WA). (See attached
sheet for complete list of cam
pus contacts.)
I n additiOI\ students at near
ly 40 other schools across the
country, including several high
schools, have expressed in
terest in offering students re
sponsibility pledges at grad
uation time.
GPA recently published a
pledge organizing manual and
has publicized it to over 3000
U.S. university student govern
ments. The group will hold a
national press conference in
San Francisco on April 1 1 to
announce further develo�
ments in its campaign
The organizing manual is
available for a $2.00 donation
from GPA at PO Box 4439, Ar
cata, CA 9552 1 .
The pledge has had enough
of a positive impact at Hum
boldt that on February 8 the
student government resolved
to encourage that the volun
tary pledge be offered to all of
the schoofs future graduates.
During last year's campaigl\
pledge organizers received
unanimous support for their ef
forts from HSU's faculty senate
and the Arcata citycouncil The
project has also been the sub
ject of widespread media at
tention, appearing in numerous
newspaper, wire service, radio,
and television reports.

A variety of activities stem
ming from the pledge drive
have evolved at HSU. Students
from HSU's art dept are
organizing a spring art show
that will draw upon the themes
embodied in the pledge state
ment
An April 1 6 forum on military
related occupations will bring
together a Pentagon officia� a
nuclear weapons designer, a
physicist who quit making
nuclear weapons out of con
science, and an outspoken an
tiwar professor for a discussion
of careers and conscience.
Classes in "Critical Thinking''
have been assigned essay
questions that ask how stu
dents might obtain and assess
information about social and
environmental impacts of jobs.
At the instigation of a con
cerned studen� the chemistry
department has taken steps to
better educate students about
proper means of disposing
laboratory wastes.
An essay contest which will
address pledge-related issues
is being planned for this com
ing fall
Some schools may choose
not to coordinate campaigns
to call for a formal inclusion of
the pledge in this year's com
mencement ceremonies but
will instead find other times to
hand out pledges to graduat
ing students. Last year, for ex
ample, a coalition of students
at the University of Vermont
made employment informa
tion available to fellow stu
dents

outside of their

w

Camp is
Sp ecial

Camp Hastings in Lake Villa,
Illinois appears to be a regular
camp in many ways. Its cam�
ers enjoy sports, swim, ride
horses, create arts and crafts
items, and enjoy cookouts r----- -----....,
around the campfire. However,
For POLICE, FIRE
Camp Hastings is "a special or MEDICAL
place" - special because all is EMERGENCIES
on campus
campers have muscular dy&
trophy or a related neuromu& D IAL . , , ,.
cular disease.

A R E YO U INT ER EST ED I N

com

S EL F-DE FEN SE FOR WO MEN

mencement exercises.
"We can find appropriate
em p l oy m e n t a l tern atlves
through constructive ques
tioning and research," em-

Humbofdt S.tate Univ�
Gnufuation P(edqe of Environinenta£
and Socia(Resp�
I

phasizes G PA membei 8iH
lhne. wThat is what the pledge
is about taking an intiative to
find employment that is �
ingfully helping our com
munities and society to maintain
a healthy environment for all
involved"
The questions students face
as they step down from the
graduation platform are dif
ficul� to say the least Standing
alone in silence with our ques
tions can result in apathy, say
pledge organizers. Maybe it
(the pledge) will remind us that
we're in this together," said
Rich, an HSU fisheries grad
uate interviewed at last year's
pledge signin�

A

CHIMER A
3 Hour W or k s h o p
w ill b e o f f e r e d in M a y

CAL L THE O FFIC E OF STU DEN T L I F E
534-5 000 E x t . 2 1 2 3, 2 1 24
A s k for S u sie to recei v e
addit ional i n forma tion

p�e

to
investi9ate. and � into account
� socia£ (mif envirorlmenta£ consequences

�liLy

jo6 opportunity I consUfa.

Til£ sixteenth

day of May,

of any
R e s e r v e y our s p a c e N O W
C l a s s s i z e limited
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CLASSIFIED
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at
home! Write P.O. Box # 1 7.
Clark, NJ 07066

Counselor's
by Diane Kjos

PART TI M E - HOME MAI LING
PROGRAM! Excellent income!
Details_ send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. WEST Box
#5877, Hillside NJ 07205

EXCELLENT CASH MONEY.
Assemble Products at Home.
Jewelry, Toys, Electronics,
More! FT & PT Available. 1 -5 1 8459-3535. Ext B3fS8S. 24
H RS
H ELP WANTED - For te�
porary position: Experienced
secretary, data processor, word
processor, bookkeepers_ etc
for LeNell Professional Te�
poraries. Calt 779-7790.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING reasonable rates_ fast accurate
- reports_ term papers_ mailing
lists_ letters_ resumes_ etc Call
Lottie (31 2) 799-7790.
" H IRING! Federal government
jobs in your area and overseas.
Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test $ 1 568,000. Phone call refundable.
(602) 838-8885. Ext e350."

One factor to consider in
making a career choice is
whether an occupation has a
good growth prospect Newer
occupations or occupations
that have recently experienced
significant changes are often
in this category.
A recent report from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics
details employment prospects
for occupations requiring ad
vanced education Several
GSU majors relate to oc
cupations covered in this
report These include business
administration, particularly ac
counting, finance and market
ing. Other fields are in health
administration, nursing and
communications.
Health maintenance orga�
izations_ medical group prac
tices and nursing homes offer
good opport unities for health
service managers (health ad
ministration).
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Cash Back on Most Models*
No Payment for 90 Days*
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Nurses can anticipate ex
cellent prospects with some
career paths open only to
nurses with bachelo(s or mas
te(s degrees in nursing. Co�
tributing to the growing d&
mand for nurses is the i�
creased complexity of hospital
care. Additional nurses will
also be needed in other
health services.
Communications majors may
find growing opportunities in
public relations. An appro
pnate educational background
and experience will give job
seekers an edge in their field
Job growth for accountants
and auditors will be much fas
ter than average. This should
result in good opportunities for
individuals with bachelo(s or
maste(s degrees in business
administration
Employment in securities
and financial services sales

should grow much faster than
average. However, competi
tion will be high due to the
potential for high earnings. The
willing ness to work hard
coupled with a business d&
gree are important for success
in this area
Demand for service sales
representatives will grow ra�
idly, particularly in the date pro
cessing, personnel supply, and
advertising i ndustries. A�
plicants with college training
and a proven sales record have
the best job prospects in this
field
The prospect for growth is
only one issue to explore when
choosing a career. You might
want to consider beginning i�
come, travel required and wor1<
hours. Other factors that affect
work satisfaction are job pres
sures and whether you will be
supervising others or not lf you
would like to learn more about
specific occupations or match
your preferences to a list of oc
cupations_ call Diane at ext
2281 and ask for an appoint
ment on DISCOVER

can get you these days.
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CALL

If y�u're � graduat g senior, we have something
you ought like to get mto - a new Pontiac.
Just visit yo� Chicagoland Pontiac Dealers, pick
out a new Ponttac and we'll pay your down payment
equal to 5% of the agreed upon selling price. You
can also get $400 to $750 cash back on Fiero
m �, Sunbird, 6000, BQnneville, Grand
and
Frrebrrd, depending on the model you choose. Plus,

�

�

�

your ftrst payment isn't due for 90 days.
So stop by your Chicagoland Pontiac Dealers
today. You'll see a diploma gets you a whole lot
more these days.
" To �·.CUS;'O� must be a graduating senior at a 4-year
accrtdited lllStlluuon or a graduate student; have a job or commitment
for emplo
yment; no d_c�tory �t references and can m«t the
monthly payment obligauon. Not available in conjunction with any
other GMAC program. For cash back, must l2kc delivery from dealer
stock by July s. 1988.

Olic�Iand/l'bthwestern Indiana
Pontiac Dealers

534-5000
Ext . 2 1 40
TO PLACE
AN AD
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